DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS COMMITTEES FOR 2015-16

Department Chair   Ingersent
Associate Chair    Hagen

UNDERGRADUATE
Coordinator        Biswas
Advisors           Acosta, Hershfield, Lee, Matcheva, Ray
SPS Advisor        Saab
Undergrad. Curriculum Committee Biswas (chair), DeSerio, Hershfield, Matcheva, Ray
Large-Course Textbook Coord. Hershfield

GRADUATE
Coordinator        Mueller
GSAC/Curriculum Committee Mueller (chair), Hamlin, Hebard, Muttalib, Ray, Sikivie
GRAC               Matchev (chair), Cheng, Hirschfeld, Klimenko, Qiu, Saab, Whiting, Yelton, Zhang
Preliminary Exam Committee Obukhov (chair)
Fall 2015 (grade in Jan 2016): Avery, Cheng, Field, Furic, Hagen, Hamlin, Konigsberg, Korytov, Mitselmakher, Qiu, Saab, Takano

RESEARCH/INFRASTRUCTURE
Computing Committee Stanton (chair), Avery, Collins, Klimenko, Matchev
Safety, Security & Space Comm. Stewart (chair, Spring), Tanner (chair, Fall), Furic, Takano, Thorn
Technical Operations Committee Rinzler (chair), Meisel, Korytov, Stewart, Sullivan

TEACHING
Advisory Committee on Teaching Avery (chair), Biswas, Fry, Mueller, Rinzler, Sikivie
Faculty Meeting Recorder Zhang
Peer Review of Teaching Comm. Muttalib (chair), Acosta, Fry, Hirschfeld, Lee, Maslov, Sikivie, Thorn, Woodard
GRE Training Sessions Takano, Woodard

PERSONNEL
Department Advisory Committee Acosta,* Biswas, Cheng,* Hagen, Hirschfeld, Matchev, Mueller, Sullivan, Tanner* (* elected term ends in Fall 2016)
Salary Review Committee Hagen (chair), Acosta, Fry, Hamlin, Hebard,* Hirschfeld,* Korytov* (* elected term ends in Fall 2016)
Awards Committee Hebard, Mitselmakher, Tanner
Commencement Marshal Coord. Field

CENTERS
CCMS Director         Hamlin (elected term ends in Fall 2015)
IFT Director          Ramond
IHEPA Director        Mitselmakher
Microkelvin Director  Sullivan
NHMFL High B/T Director Sullivan
QTP Director          Bartlett

SEMINARS
Colloquium Committee  Hebard (Chair), Fry, Furic, Matcheva, Mitselmakher, Zhang
Astrophysics          Whiting
Condensed Matter       Muttalib, Takano
High Energy           Woodard (Fall), Matchev (Spring)

Last updated October 19, 2015. All assignments are subject to change or modification.